TERMS AND
LOGO LOCK-UP
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01 EMBLEM
This term refers to Perinet’s primary
graphic element.
02 WORDMARK
This term refers to the typographic
element “PERINET”
03 LOGO LOCK-UP
This term refers to the formalized
relationship of the “Emblem” and a
“Wordmark” pairing. Together they are
Perinet’s “logo”. They are elements locked
in their relative positions. For the sake of
maintaining consistency in all media, the
approved lock-ups are the preferred use.
Only when it is necessary should they be
used independently.
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03 LOGO LOCK-UP
Preferred Stack Version

The emblem, wordmark, and logo lockups are available as electronic files.
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02 WORDMARK
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03 LOGO LOCK-UP
Horizontal Version

LOGO CLEAR
SPACE AND SIZE
Perinet’s official wordmark and emblem
are the central visual element of the
brand. For consistency, the logo must
never be adjusted, redrawn or modified
in any way. It must always be reproduced
from the master originals.
All Perinet’s marketing materials should
be identified using the official logo.
Whenever possible, use the preferred
stack lockup.
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MINIMUM SIZE STANDARD
To maintain detail, the emblem should
not be used smaller than .75” inch.
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HORIZONTAL LOCK-UP
CLEAR SPACE
The clear space around the logo is integral to the design, providing clarity. The
minimum clear space around the logo should be equal to the “y height” (the Height
of the “T” in PERINET). Adherence to these minimum spacing parameters helps
the reader’s eye distinguish the logo easily. No copy or any other graphics should
encroach on this minimum space.

BELOW MINIMUM SIZE
When the emblem is required below
the minimum, then only the wordmark
should be used.

LOGO
VARIATIONS
01 The preferred full color version
should be used wherever possible.
02 Use this version when there is not
enough adequate positive negative
contrast between the emblem and the
background.
03 Use these 1-color (Pantone Black or
Pantone 418) versions whenever 4-color
printing is not an option.
04 Use this 1-color version when
there is not enough adequate positive
negative contrast between the emblem
and whenever 4-color printing is not an
option.

05 Simplified emblem used when the
fine details in the emblem can not
accurately be reproduced

01 Preferred, full color used for
light backgrounds
03 One-color printing used for light
backgrounds (Pantone Black or
Pantone 418)

05 Use this simplified logo when the fine
details in the emblem can not accurately
be reproduced: embroidery, wax, wood
box brand irons
06 This Emblem without the outer
shield is to be used sparingly. Contact
marketing for approval.

02 Preferred, full color used for dark
backgrounds

04 One-color printing used for dark
backgrounds

06 One-color screen printing or blind
embossing

COLORS
PRIMARY COLORS
The primary color palette is composed
of three core colors; Pantone Black and
Pantone 418 and Pantone 7623. These
three colors are Perinet’s visual identifiers.
SECONDARY COLORS
The secondary color palette is composed
of two colors; Pantone 415 and Pantone
9060. The secondary palette colors
work well as subtle backgrounds behind
typography or graphics. While palette
colors should typically be used at full
strength, tints can be used in instances
that require a more subtle color variation.
ACCENT COLOR
Pantone 5265, to be used sparingly to
highlight hyper links and call to action
messaging.
COLOR SYSTEMS
01 Pantone Matching System (PMS)
02 CMYK breakdowns. These indicate
an accurate match to the equivalent PMS
colors when printing in four color process.

PRIMARY

01

01

Pantone Black

Pantone 7623

02 C0 M0 Y0 K100

02 C53 M44 Y50 K11

02 C28 M93 Y85 K28

03 R0 G0 B0

03 R122 G122 B117

03 R143 G42 B43
Use only at 100%, never as a tint

SECONDARY

01

01

Pantone 415

Pantone 9060

02 C42 M32 Y38 K0

02 C2 M2 Y18 K0

03 R155 G158 B151

03 R249 G244 B215

03 RGB values. Use when any of these
colors are reproduced on-screen; (digital
presentations, internet) they should be
created with the appropriate RGB color
values shown here.
All colors on this page are shown at values
of 100%. To achieve lighter tints, it is
possible to use any of the colors, except
Pantone 7623, at lower percentages as
illustrated along the lower edge of each
color swatch

01

Pantone 418

ACCENT

01

Pantone 5265

02 C83 M82 Y36 K26
03 R64 G58 B96

APPROVED
FONTS
ADOBE GARAMOND PRO
Garamond is the primary serif typeface
for Perinet. It can be used as the first
choice typeface for the majority of
printed typographic information.

Adobe Garamond Regular

HALIS
Halis is the primary san serif typeface for
Perinet. It can be used for the majority
of typographic information. Preferably
set in ALL CAPS. However, large areas of
text should be set using upper and lower
case.

Adobe Garamond Semi Bold Italic

POETICA CHANCERY 1
Poetica should be used sparingly for
fanciful names and special displays. It is
not necessary nor recommended to use
Poetica for body text.

HALIS THIN

Adobe Garamond Italic
Adobe Garamond Semi Bold

Adobe Garamond Bold
Adobe Garamond Bold Italic

HALIS EXTRA LIGHT
HALIS LIGHT
HALIS BOOK
HALIS REGULAR
HALIS MEDIUM
HALIS BOLD
HALIS BLACK

Poetica Chancery 1

GRAPHIC
ELEMENT

VINEYARD GRAPHIC ELEMENT

Perinet’s vineyard graphic element can be
used to express, represent, identify and
differentiate the brand.

Various sizes and aspect ratios of
the vineyard graphic are available as
electronic files.

Use the vineyard graphic whenever
possible in marketing materials, stationery,
packaging, website and social media.
This element can be emphasized or
played down individually to add visual
interest and enhance our storytelling.
Use this element to emphasize specific
areas of collateral to add color and interest
to a layout that may not be completely
engaging on its own.
The graphic element may also be used to
create a pattern to completely flood an
empty area that has no copy or images.

SAMPLE USES

The graphic may be enlarged or reduced,
but never so much that the lines and
shapes become unrecognizable
PRIORAT
DOQ

KEVIN MCGLYNN

Chief Executive Officer
+34 692 48 6604
kevin.mcglynn@perinetwinery.com

The past meets the future in the heart of the Priorat.
The rugged Montsant mountains of Catalonia define the Priorat both visually and
viticulturally. The imposing, sheer walls have shed entire layers of slate onto the soil
over the millennia. The vines burrow through crumbled rock for water. The hot, arid
summers of northeastern Spain lift the grapes to full maturity while Mediterranean
breezes chill the plants at night. These are conditions where traditional Grenache and
Carignan find their highest potential on picturesque, terraced slopes.
With active viticulture dating to the 12th Century, the Priorat is as Old World as it
gets. As the premier destination winery in the area, Perinet honors that history and
infuses it with modernity, with its stunning tasting center and Gaudi-inspired barrel
room offering a world-class wine experience from winemaking to hospitality. Perinet
is truly a place unto itself.
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